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Digital devices such as computer and mobile phone that have wireless Internet
capability  are very popular today. Following the trend of mobile internet,
television set with integrated internet capabilities is getting a lot of public attention.
To be a smart device, TV must be built on a computing platform with more
advanced computing ability and connectivity than contemporary basic TV set.
Android is a world's leading smartphone platform. As an open source and free
operating system, Android is available for any manufacturer porting or developing.
The main work of this thesis is to port, extend and customize Android system to
TV system and develop a smart TV software frameworks.
The main works of this thesis are as  the follows.
 
This thesis introduces the important conceptions of  Android at first, then explores
Android's core software modules and APIs in depth,  studies the main software
frameworks and analyze the important modules that are involved in porting work
at last.
Smart TV systems are intended to integrate traditional functions, such as
selecting and receiving broadcast TV channels, catch-up services, video-on-
demand, EPG and so on.  To porting native Android system to TV sets, we
develop the TV software frameworks based on Android system, design UML class
diagrams and introduce several packages of TV functional classes .
Android is a operating system for mobile devices such as smartphones at first.
There are huge differences between mobile phone and TV set in hardware
details, moreover, the user experience is different also.
Designing and developing a Smart TV interface is a complex challenge, and not













of Android and try to design UML class diagram and experimental Apps.
A smart TV may be thought  as an information appliance, as such Smart TV often
allows the user to install and run more advanced applications or plugins/addons
based on a specific platform. This thesis studies the functional extensions of a
smart TV in digital home.
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